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A B S T R A C T 

He argue that in a wide class of grand unified theories diagrams 
similar to those generating baryon number in the early universe also 
contribute to renormalization of the CP-violating 6 parameter of QCD 
and hence to the neutron electric dipole moment d . We then use the 
apparent baryon-to-photon ratio (IL/H ) > 1.3 x 10~ 1 0 to deduce an 
order-of-magnitude lower bound on the neutron electric dipole moment: 
d > 3 x ! 0 _ 2 B e-cm. Conversely the present experimental upper limit 
on d implies (n_/n ) < 6 x 10 - 7. We find as a corollary that 
there is not much scope for entropy generation after the creation of 
the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry in the very early universe. 

L. A. P. P. •••vn.r.x cfjjiA 



After the experimental discovery that CP ia not conserved in the I - ÉT 
system ', «may attempts were n d i to observe other CP-violating phenomena in ele-

21 aentary partiel» physics, luch aa in electric dipole aoewnt of the neutron d . 

Wo other manifestations of CP violation were found, and chare has baan a tendancy 
to consider CP noncoosarvation aa a curiosity whose great physical significance 
vaa not obvious. However, it «aa realized aoon aftar its discovery in tha 
K° - K° systaa that CP violation would ba an aaaantial ingradiant in any etteopt 
to ganarsta a naC coaaological bsryou asymmetry starting dim ta initially 
trie univarac. This realization ' has raeantly baan flashad out by grand unified 

A\ 

theories (GUT») , which seem to provide a realistic fraaework for calculating 
baryon number generation in the very early universe «hen the temperature «as of 
order 10 1 5 GeV . The natural question then arises whether there is any connect
ion between the CP violation seen at the relatively low energies presently access
ible «ith accelerators, and the high energy CP violation believed to be responsible 
for baryon generation. This question has so far been answered in the negative , at 
least in so far as a direct connection between the baryan-to-entrapy ratio (Ug/n ) 
and the e parameter of the K - K° system is concerned. Even in the most cons
trained minimal COT the CP violating phase encountered in the K° - K° system 
is not the dominant one in the cossiological generation of baryon number , and it 
seems unlikely that a direct connection would be recovered in a non-minimal GUT. 
Could there be any connection between (e^/n ) and any other low-energy manifest
ation of CP-violation such as the neutron electric dipole moment? 

In this paper we argue that in a wide claas of GOTs the class of diagrams 
that generates (n-/ir) also contributes indirectly to the neutron electric dipole 
moment . Allowing for other possible contributions to d , and for the possibi
lity that extra entropy may be generated during or after 1 0) the epoch of baryon 
number generation, we obtain the order of magnitude inequality 

d n > 2.5 x 10-" (nB/n)e-cm. (1) 

Taking as an astrophysical limit ' the present apparent value of (Uj/n ) > 
1.3 x 10 ° we deduce that the neutron electric dipole moment cannot be smaller 

21 than about 3 * 10"*' e-cm. Conversely, the present upper limit on d n of 
1.6 x 10~21* e-cm implies an upper limit on the baryon-to-entropy ratio of order 

<vv - 6 *icr' C2) 

which is consistent with our cosmological knowledge . The bound (t) can be 
applied to the (n-/n ) generated primordially by GDTs, and if a lot of entropy 



I 

baa been generated during or after ' the generation of baryon number, then Che 

inequality (1) become atrict, and d Q approachaa tha experimental upper liait of 

1.6 x 1er2* e-ca. Thia upper limit on d mean* that not mora than a factor of 
n 

S x 103 or so of entropy could have been generated during or after the coioo logical 

generation of baryon number. 

He start our derivation of theae résulta by recalling certain elementa in 

the estimation of the neutron electric dipole moment. This receivea a contribution 
12) 

from conventional weak interaction perturbation theory , which has been estimated 
to be of order 

ad n . 10""*' e-cm (3) 

13Î 
in the minimal 6-quark Kotayashi-Maakav» version of the Heinberg-Salao model 

14) 
with juat one complex Higgs doublet. Another contribution to d could come 

from a non-zero value of the QCB vacuum parameter 8 : 

Ad =, 4 x l o _ u 9 a-cm (4) 
n 

So one has a convincing estimate of 9. It is a completely arbitrary parameter 

withiu the context of pure QGD, subject to «normalization by the CP~violating 
8) — . 

non-strong interactions. We will argue that GUT diagrams analogous to those 

generating (i^/n ) also cor tribute to the renonaalization of 9, and that 

thay give an order-of-magnitude lower bound to the plausible value of 8 to be 

inserted in equation (4), 

Benormaiization of the QCD 8 vacuus, parameter can arise from the necessity 

of redefining the quark mass matrix in each order of perturbation theory in the 

non-strong interactions . It has been argued ' that 8 «normalization can 

also arise from the direct generation of a counter-term * F V* when doing 

non-strong perturbation theory in the presence of strong oon-perturbative effects. 

Any such contribution would have a diagrammatic structure similar to the quark 

mass matrix «normalization we consider here. We write the bare inverse 

quark propagator as 

S"1 - i - M (5) 

and denote by £{p) the sum of irreducible weak/electromagnetic contributions to 

the quark propagator. It hat the Dirac decomposition 

2<p) - ApX + B#t + MCL + DMR : A - A*, B - B*. C - D* C6) 
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The renormalized mass matrix M*** ij the coefficient of L in a Dirac decompo
sition of the full inverse quark propagator p" - M - E(p) after it has been 
«normalised, w» then have 

56 - Àrg det M * " (7) 

- I n T r C + 0(C 3) (8) 

If we introduce a running quark otii (T (p) through the renonsalization pres
cription 

0" nCp>]p 2_ u i - *-"" a0O ») 
then the 8 parameter also becomes ' a function of u with 

M "Su " B e " p l u < a r g d*fc ""̂  " w l y ** T r c * 0 C c 2 ) a o ) 

This formulation can easily be adapted to accomodate the incorporation of 
QCD into a GOT. The r«normalization prescription (9) is extended to all fermions, 
quarka and leptons, and the 8 parameter of the unbroken Grand Unification group 
will be «normalized as in (10) when u » m . When u < m x the different un
broken uon-Abelian subgroups will have their 6 parameters renormali2ed diffe
rently, since they srise from redefining different submatrices of the full fannion 
mass nu trix a t a . The QCD 8 parameter appearing in calculations of the neutron 
electric dipole moment is presumably the renormalized value at some typical 
hadronic momentum scale of order I GeV. It can be written in the form 

V ° "*> = *SKM + S9GDI + eT0E <"> 

weak interactions alun*, 
u - 0(m ), and 8__E denotes the value of 8 at some scale u » m . It is 
attractive to believe17) that some ultimate theory will set 8 - 0 at some 
"relaxation" scale » m , perhaps at the Planck mass. 

The general structure of the leading contributions to 8 renormalization 
is shown in fig. la. It takes the form of a one particle irreducible left-right 
transition matrix l?lt which should be premultiplied by M"1 to obtain the 
matrix C defined in equation (8); 

C - M"1 F t (12) 



Since the feraion mesa matrix H is generated by a single Higgs field f we 
know that 

M - H av (13) 

where H ii the lovaat order coupling matrix of the Higgs m which generates 
fermion massea, and v is its vacuum expectation value. The matrix H muât be 

m 
non-singular and hence have an inverse H* 1, because all the quark meases are 
non-zero. Combining equations (12) and (13) we get 

C-IlÇ'F, (14) 

But «e aleo know chat the lift-right transition tutrix F, ii related to a 
contribution H, to the full a-Higgi enroling matrix 

Conbining equations (14) and (15) we get 

(15) 

(16) 

58 - la Ir C + ... = Im Tr (H - 1 H.). (17) 
m l 

.17) It is known ' that "SB̂ -, "" 0(10 ) is rather small. We do not know what the 
original 
magnitude 

WKM 

« W 1 ^ " 5 ÔGUT * ( I 8> 
We will now argue that in a large class of GOTs the dominant contributions to 
baryon number generation hr.ve a diagrammatic structure related to that of H, in 
fig. lb. 

Most GUTs ' envisage that baryon number ia generated by C- and CP-violating 
asymmetries in the decays of particles with masses 0(m ). which result in a net 
baryon asymmetry A5 per heavy particle decay. In the absence of any unexpected 
suppression factor or extra entropy generation, these would give 

— = CIO"1 to I0"2) AB (19) 

The heavy particles could either be vector bosons, Higgs bosons or fermions. It 
has been pointed out that vector bosons are unlikely to make as large a contribution 
to (n_/n ) as Higgs bosons, because CP-violating asymmetries generally occur 
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in higher order in gauge boion decays . Also it is more difficult Co wipe out 

or dilute via 2 •*-*• 2 interaction» any CP-violating asymmetries from Higgs decayj 
19) 

in models with reducible multiplets of fermions , because the Higgs-farmion 

couplings are generally smaller than the gauge coupling. There is no good reason 

why heavy fermion decays should not: make an important contribution to (n_/n ), 
20) ^ 

but ve vill follow the bulk of the literature in disregarding them *, If our 

forthcoming bound on d in terms of 0,/*̂ . xs violated» this would be one of 

the first assumptions to be questioned: perhaps d will give us indirect 

evidence for the existence of heavy fermions with masses 0(m. ) ? 

Let us call d one of the Higgs fields making a substantial contribution to 

the baryon number through its decays. The generic structure of diagrams I t 

contributing to CP-violating and baryon number generating asymmetries in d 

Higgs boson decays is shown in fig. 2a. It gives an order of magnitude: 

Im Tr(I.) la Tr(a.bt) 
ÛB z J- ti- C20) 

Tr(Hdl£) Tr(HdHj) 

where H,, is the lowest order coupling matrix of the d Higgs. The d Higgs 

and the m Higgs are not necessarily in the same irreducible multiplet of the 

GUT. For convenience, let us work in a "decay basis" for the Higgs fields in 

which the d Higgs is a pure state, along with its partners in an irreducible 

CUT multiplet, though these are not in general mass eigenstates. We will always 

be doing calculations in a mass or momentum scale close to the grand unification 

scale, so that the Higgs and other couplings are always GUT invariant in lowest 

order. The m Higgs is a linear superposition U. of Higgs fields j which 

will in general include the partners of the d Higgs in an irreducible GUT 

multiplet. Therefore in the decay basis introduced earlier, the coupling matrix 

for the m Higgs can be written as 

H - Ï H . U. : 0, * 0 in general. (21) 
m j j jm dm 

We are now in a position to rewrite the imaginary part of the trace in equation 

(20) in such a way that an analogous trace manifestly contributes to the rencrra-

alization of 6. We have 

I» Tr («4 b+> - Ù, ft 0 T \ a d b+) (22) 

and in general there is a diagram contributing to the mass Higgs coupling matrix 

H 1 which has the topological structure indicated in fig. 2b. and has a similar 

trace to that in equation (22): 
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In Tr (fig.2b) - la Te (H^1 H^ » d b£ x {tr^l2 (23) 

This is clearly a contribution to la Tr (H~l B t ) , aod in general we have no 

reason to expect that |U^J 2 < < 1* Thersfore we have in order of magnitude 

(barring bizarre cancellations! but we never promised you a rose garden): 

S 9GDT = I- tr 0Ç* H.) > L. Tr (lr> H n ._, b ^ l u j * (24) 

s I - Tr (« d b+) ; ITCH, H+)ûB > 10 Tr (H, H + ) f ë ] . (25) 

If v* gueea a* an order of aagnitude that 

Tr(Hd HJ> S Jl GF m\ s 6 " 10— (26) 

mfr > 6 GeV at grand unification, then we finally obtain from equations (18) and 

(25) that 

°"fe)' 9 Q C D( I Ge7) > 6 * lO"
3!^.) . (27) 

When combined with equation (4) this gives us the advertized result of equation 

(1). One would be tempted to increase this lower bound if the lower limit on the 

mess of the top quark were significantly improved, though it should be borne in 

mind that equation (26) is only approximate, since m is only related directly 

to the m Higgs couplings and not directly to the d Higgs couplings appearing 

in equations (25) and (26). A plausible guess is that Tr(Hd H')/4IT < ° <
a

G D T ) 

- 0(1/42). 

Before discussing the phenomenology of this result, let us first illustrate 

our line of argument by two specific examples. Our first unrealistic example 

is the minimal SU(S) model with a single 5_ of Higgs fields, in which the d 

and m Higgaes are in an irreducible multiplet. The minimal trace contributing 

to baryon generation is eighth order in the Higgs couplings, as illustrated in 

fig. 3a. À trace of similar form also contributes to 58, as illustrated in 

fig. 3b. This is an example of the crucial inequality (25), which is in fact not 

saturated in minimal SU(5). Fig. 3b is not the lowest order contribution to 6 

renormalization, as there are contributions to §®m* *-n this model which are of 

order (mixing angles) * a Z aocD^ ma^ 0^P' , a Q * hence much larger than the (mixing 

angles) x a*(m /m ) a which we get from fig. 3b. Hence minimal SO(5) respects 
q w 

the inequality (I), though it is unrealistic in that it predicts a value for 
8) 

(n_/ny) which is several orders of magnitude too small . 
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Â second, possibly realistic, model is one with two £'s of scalar fields . 

The u Higgi is in an irreducible representation with some linear combination of 

the d Higgi and another S0(3) triplet of scalers orthogonal to it. The 

fourth order diagram of fig. 4a contributes to baryon number generation via the 

decay H •+• 10 + 10. (The diagram with all arrows reversed and cut on the right 

hand corner gives an additional contribution via the decay H •*• 5 + TÔ\ Although 

the relevant traces of coupling matrices for these two contributions are complex 

conjugates of one another* they do not cancel because they have different net 

AB.) The analogous contribution to fie, corresponding to a contribution to the 

mass matrix of charge -1/3 quarks, is shown in fig. 4b. There are of course 

many other fourth order contributions to 59 in this model. The plethora of 

parameters arising from the arbitrary Yukawa couplings of the second scalar 

multiplet, orthogonal to the one containing the m Biggs, hinders a quantitative 

estimate, but we have checked explicitly that there is no trivial cancellation of 

fig. 3b. Specifically» there is a contribution to the charge -1/3 mats matrix 

which has as coupling trace the complex conjugate of fig. 3b, but with a different 

loop structure and therefore a different coefficient a priori, and the contribution 

to the charge 2/3 mass matrix with the same loop structure as fig. 3b also has 

the same phase. 

Let us now discuss the phenomenological implications of the inequality (l). 

It has been inferred indirectly from observations of X-ray emission from 

galactic dusters that 

<vy - u 3 x io~10 <28) 

When inserted into equation (1) this yields 

d > 3 x lvT 2 B e-cm (29) 

n -
which is considerably below the present experimental limit of 1.6 x 10"2" e-cmt 

and beyond the likely sensitivity of forthcoming experiments. However, it is 

considerably larger than the 10""10 e-cm expected from the six-quark Kobayashi-
12) 

Maskawa model alone . If a neutron electric dipole moment is detected at a 

level considerably higher than (3), this does not necessarily mean that the K - M 
131 

weak interaction model is wrong, but may only indicate that there is an addi

tional high-energy source of CP-vioIation. In contrast to the Ky - K, system, 

the d is unique in being sensitive to this high energy CF-violatiou, which may 

well be isomorphic with that responsible for baryon number generation. 

It is worth noting chat one way in which the inequality could be obeyed 

strictly, rather than barely saturated, would be if a sizeable amount of entropy 
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has been generated during ' or after * the generation of a baryon asymetry. As 
discussed quantitatively in ref. 9» this can happen if the omises of the super
heavy decaying particles are too snail, or their coupling constants too large, in 
which eaa* 2 «-*• 2 interactions can wash out part of the baryon asymmetry. An
other possibility raised recently ' is that a large mount of entropy (a factor 
M which could be of order 10s or 10* if symmetry breaking is due to radiative 

22} corrections ') may be generated during the Weinberg-Sal&m phase transition because 
of a period of exponential expansion during an epoch of supercooling. In this case 
we have 

1.6 x io" 2 v e-cm i d £ M x 3 x 10~ 2 B e-cm (30) 
n 

and we would infer that M < 5 * 10 3. This bound may already cause problems for the 
— 22) 

scenario of Weinberg-Salaa symmetry breaking through radiative corrections . 
These problem» would become acute if the present bound on the neutron electric 
dipole moment is unproved significantly without it being found. Furthermore, it 
would be tempting to increase the lower bound on the right-hand-side of equation 
(30) if the present lower limit of 18 GcV on the mass of the heaviest quark is 
increased. Equation (30) could even be used to give an order of magnitude upper 
bound on the mass of the heaviest quark. At present this bound is of order 
1 TeV, but it could be significantly improved by a more stringent upper limit on 
d , or if one became sure that M » 1. 

Although the cosmological lower bound (1) on the neutron electric dipole moment 
is not on a watertight theoretical basis, we feel that it is sufficiently well-
founded to be taken seriously as a phenomenological constraint. This constraint 
is already non-trivial* and will beceae more significant as our knowledge of d , 
quark masses and (n^/n.) improves. 
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PIGOW CAWIOW 

Fig. 1 (a) Th« one-particle irreducible left-right Eranaition matrix F , which 

la related to (b) tha Higge-feraion-faraioR coupling matrix H,. 

Fig. 2 (b) Tha generic structure of interference diagraaui I, in Bigga decay 

which Bay generate a nat barton esyaoetry, a d (b) * diagram cf 

analogoua structura which contributaa to oo-g». *&d is expectew to 

ba of comparable order of magnitude. Tba dot:ad linti ara cut» 

indicating auaw (traces) avez initial and final atata partidea. 

Fig. 3 (a) A topical 8 ordar contribution to I, in ni filial S0(5), and 

(W a contribution to 50__ which haa tha same algabraic atruetura 

of a product of Higga-feraion-feraion vertices. Tha straight lines 

» ara fermions in a J£ of SUC5) and tha zigzag lines %**w 

ara fermions in a J$ of SU(5). 

Fig. 4 <a) A fourth ordar contribution to r ; ip an SO(51 model with two 

scalar 5-plets, and (b) a contribution to S9__ with ths sane 

algebraic structure. Notation is as in Fig. 3 except that— • -*•-_ 

dénotas a Biggs which is distinct from the decaying d Biggs. 
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